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Some answers are found far beneath the surface…

Sixteen-year-old Freesia Worth has a mystery to solve—the disappearance of her mother at their family lake
house. Her traumatized sister Sage hasn't said a word ever since that day.

After almost a year, Detective Barry Cuaco has found nothing but frustrating dead ends. Soon he'll have to
let the case go. But Freesia isn’t making it easy for him. She needs answers. Now.

With the help of her secret crush, Rick, and a mysterious Goth girl named Mizu, Freesia learns about an
ancient Native legend and a man known as the Watcher of the Lake.

Will Freesia finally uncover the truth? Or will the lake keep its secrets far beneath the dark water?

Editorial reviews:

"Dark Water is a riveting story of parental loss and a young girl's journey to find justice for her mother's
death with the help of a boy who becomes more than her childhood friend. I didn't want this to end." --
Sharon Sala, author of Lunatic Revenge

"Dark Water is a brilliant and original story for readers of all ages that will touch every corner of your heart,
mind and soul." --Charlotte Blackwell, author of The Embrace series.

"A ghost story that combines elements of mystery, suspense, and the stirrings of young love, Dark Water will
send a delicious shiver up your spine." --S.G. Rogers, author of The Last Great Wizard of Yden

"Chynna tells a suspenseful, nightmarish, haunting tale while like a master seamstress, she weaves real
insight throughout the story into the world of war, mental health and special needs. This one will be with me
for a long time." --Doreen McGettigan, author of Bristol boyz Stomp
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From reader reviews:

John Lee:

As people who live in the particular modest era should be upgrade about what going on or information even
knowledge to make them keep up with the era which is always change and move ahead. Some of you maybe
can update themselves by looking at books. It is a good choice to suit your needs but the problems coming to
you is you don't know what kind you should start with. This Dark Water is our recommendation to help you
keep up with the world. Why, as this book serves what you want and wish in this era.

George Seal:

Why? Because this Dark Water is an unordinary book that the inside of the e-book waiting for you to snap
that but latter it will zap you with the secret the item inside. Reading this book next to it was fantastic author
who else write the book in such incredible way makes the content inside easier to understand, entertaining
way but still convey the meaning thoroughly. So , it is good for you for not hesitating having this ever again
or you going to regret it. This book will give you a lot of advantages than the other book have such as help
improving your skill and your critical thinking technique. So , still want to hesitate having that book? If I
were being you I will go to the reserve store hurriedly.

Mildred Hall:

Reading can called head hangout, why? Because when you find yourself reading a book specially book
entitled Dark Water your thoughts will drift away trough every dimension, wandering in most aspect that
maybe not known for but surely will become your mind friends. Imaging every word written in a guide then
become one web form conclusion and explanation that maybe you never get before. The Dark Water giving
you yet another experience more than blown away your thoughts but also giving you useful data for your
better life in this era. So now let us teach you the relaxing pattern this is your body and mind will be pleased
when you are finished looking at it, like winning a sport. Do you want to try this extraordinary wasting spare
time activity?

Wanda Collins:

Don't be worry when you are afraid that this book can filled the space in your house, you can have it in e-
book method, more simple and reachable. This Dark Water can give you a lot of pals because by you taking
a look at this one book you have thing that they don't and make you actually more like an interesting person.
This kind of book can be one of one step for you to get success. This guide offer you information that might
be your friend doesn't realize, by knowing more than different make you to be great men and women. So ,
why hesitate? Let us have Dark Water.
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